hannah arendt discusses philosophy open culture - arendt's critics then and now often remark upon what the jewish philosophy place writer succinctly calls her disdain for others while the new biopic trailer above may obscure much of this critical controversy unfillable as such things are anyway readers wishing to understand one of the holocaust's most famous interpreters should read and hear her in her own words before. our faculty philosophy bridgewater state university - prof devlin's research interests focus on three areas of philosophy 1 philosophy of science including the realism antirealism debate scientific change causality and the philosophy of thomas kuhn 2 continental philosophy more specifically 19th century philosophy existentialism and friedrich nietzsche and 3 philosophy of popular culture especially philosophy of film, philosophy archives open culture archive open culture - academic power couple steven pinker and rebecca newberger goldstein probably need no introduction to open culture readers but if so their lengthy and impressive cvs are only a search and click away the harvard cognitive psychologist and novelist and philosopher respectively are secular humanist heroes of a sort public intellectuals who have dedicated their lives to defending science and, lilith in popular culture wikipedia - lilith a female demon from jewish mythology has been developed over time into distinct characters in popular culture one writer on witches wrote no spirit exerts more fascination over media and popular culture than lilith her appearances are genuinely too numerous to count, culture of europe wikipedia - the culture of europe is rooted in the art architecture film different types of music literature and philosophy that originated from the continent of europe european culture is largely rooted in what is often referred to as its common cultural heritage, culture music tv radio books film art dance - all the latest news reviews pictures and video on culture the arts and entertainment, jack fritscher ph d - jack fritscher is a prolific writer who since the late sixties has helped document the gay world and the changes it has undergone glbt historical society san francisco www.glbthistory.org jack fritscher writes wonderful books.